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“Why do people come to auto races?” Mandelsohn [sic] asks, and then answers, “Crashes. They come  here to see 
cars crash, so I figured why not have a race where all the cars do is crash. The crowds are large, they sit on the edge 
of their seats and why not? We sell danger.” 

   
“Careful Driver Is King of Wreckers; MacTavish Excels at Tracks Where Danger Is Sold; 

Races in Which All Cars Crash Draw Large Crowds” New York Times, July 26, 1964. 
  
The shadow cast by the long-borne question has only grown longer: “When will I be blown up?” Doom stands at the 
end of the block. The end of bees, agriculture, ecology tumbling off the curb. 
  
Art making continues. It continues not only in spite of the ambient terror, but with it and through it. This is the house. 
Apocalypse must be wrangled, the floor swept of the dust that falls to the ground each day. So objects are prepared 
for other uses, misuse, disuse, for use beyond utility and beyond the life of the maker. Plastic bags sourced and 
sewn together, bodies stretched to fit, mansions turned to sturdy sand. Palettes woven into background, left on the 
ground, trash brought into the fold of history. 
  
The car prepared for a derby acts as metaphor: a semi-functional object made to be destroyed, offering a violent 
entertainment contained within the vehicle itself. It can crash. If it must, how? 
  
Larry Mendelsohn invented the demolition derby when he realized that crashes drew greater crowds than races. 
Preparation for destruction, cars with garish paint and new numbers, dents left visible, the fray, the crushing 
contact, the cheers. 
  
There is no real danger in this exhibition, only its specter. Though looming, it has been brought into a larger order of 
intention. A ride into the sunset. 
 
– LM 
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Objects 
  
  
Cameron Cameron, Draped, 2019 
Dead bees, fruit bags, plastic, glass, steel, cotton 
96 x 72 x 4 in. 
Courtesy the artist 
  
Cameron Cameron, Kill It, 2018 
Video, sound 
0:58 mins. 
Courtesy the artist 
  
Harrison Glazier, Learning how to take it as a way of loving myself, 2018. 
Video, sound. 
9:25 mins. 
Courtesy the artist 
  
Alfonso Gonzalez Jr., Wabash street, 2017 
Enamel, acrylic, latex, gel medium on canvas 
48 x 96 in. 
Courtesy the artist 
 
Alfonso Gonzalez Jr., Runner, 2019 
Enamel and latex on canvas  
25 x 71 in.  
Private collection  
  
Nova Jiang, Bunker, 2018 
Poplar, oak, Baltic birch plywood, sand, 3D-printed plastic 
60.25 x 25.9 x 67.25 in. 
(Made possible through the support of Los Angeles Cleantech Incubator Artist-in-Residence) 
Courtesy the artist 
  
Matt Town, JOHN, 2019 
Single-channel HD video 
4:48 mins. 
Courtesy the artist and Microscope Gallery, New York 
 

 


